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For the past eight years, the Department of Energy has been conducting
studies, experiments, and surface and underground investigations to
characterize the Los Medanos site in southeastern New Mexico as a
possible site for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).

The recently completed Site and Preliminary Design Vaiidation (SPDV)
Program has added greatly to our knowledge of the site. The SPDV Program
consisted of the drilling of two shafts and the excavation of about g,OOO

cfeet of drifts at a depth of 2,150 feet beneath the surface. The SPDV
Program confirmed that the subsurface geology was consistent with our
expectations based upon our interpretation of surface investigations.

Accordingly, and pursuant to the terms of the Stipulated Agreement which
the Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico entered into in July
1981, the Department has published and forwards herewith a report
entitled "Summary of the Results of the Evaluation of the WIPP Site and
Preliminary Design Validation Program" (WIPP-DOE-161).

More specifically, it fs intended that this report serve as a formal,
public document containing a summation of the results of all such
experiments and studies conducted during the site validation phase of the
WIPP Project. To that end, the report will be given broad public
distribution and its availability will be announced in the Federal
Register and through paid advertisements in all of the daily newspapers
throughout the State. In all such publications, it shall be stated that
the State of New Mexico and interested members of the public are invited
to comment on the report. The purpose of such comments shall be to
assist the Department in its final decision on whether the information
obtained from the SPDV Program and design validation tests warrants the
commencement of permanent facility construction for the WIPP Project.
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It Is the Department of Energy's Intention to review, consider and
respond to any comments received from the State and Interested members of
the public prior to entering a final decision regarding permanent
facility construction for the WIPP Project.

WIPP-DOE-161 refers to a large number of reports, decisions and documents
related to the WIPP Project which have been furnished to the State's
Environmental Evaluation Group over the past several years. The release
of data to the State has permitted the State and the Department to engage
in an appropriate dialogue concerning several of the more significant
technical aspects of the SPDV Program. In addition, appropriate
supporting documentation has been made available to the public through
public reading rooms throughout the State. This process has permitted
Interested members of the public to remain currently Informed as to the
progress on the Project.

In consideration of all of the foregoing, it Is my pleasure to formally
Invite the comments of the State of New Mexico regarding WIPP-DOE-161 and
to thus invoke a 60-day period for comments by Interested members of the
public. Should you desire any further discussion regarding the report or
the public comment process, please do not hesitate to so advise me.

Sincerely.

fC C. R."a:f~~
R. G. Romatowskl
Manager

Enclosure

cc w/Enclosure:
J. K. Otts, Representative, Carlsbad, NM
P. Bardacke, Attorney General, Santa Fe, NM
J. P. Gant, Senator, Carlsbad, NM
l. Harmon, DP-12. I, DOE/HQ
R. McNeill, Secretary, Health &Environment Department, Santa Fe, NM
R. H. Neill, Director, Environmental Evaluation Group, Santa Fe, NM
P. Biderman. Secretary, Energy &Minerals Department, Santa Fe, NM
J. Bigelow, Deputy Attorney General, Santa Fe, NM
M. Wilson, OCC, Al
l. larranga, Secretary, Department of Transportation, Santa Fe, NM
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NOTICE

This report is issued to provide the State of New Mexico and the public a,
formal, public document containing a summation of the results of all
experiments, and studies conducted during the Site and Preliminary Design

Validation (SPOV) phase and site validation phase of the WIPP project.
Only after receiving, reviewing, considering and responding to comments
made by t~e State and interested members of the public will a final
decision be made on whether the information obtained from the SPDV
program and site and design validation tests warrants the commencement of
permanent facility construction for" the WIP? project.

Supporting documentation for this report has been provided to the State
of New Mexico and is available for public inspection at the following
locations:

1- WIPP Public Reading Room 5. Reference librarian
National Atomic Museum Hobbs Public Library
U. S. Department of Energy 509 N. Shipp
Albuquerque Operations Office Hobbs, NM 88240
P. O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, NM 87115

2. Mrs. Helen Melton 6. Ms. Judi Ward
Carlsbad Public Library Roswell Public Library
101 S. Halagueno Street 301 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carlsbad, NM 88220 Roswell, NM 87801

3. Ms. Ingrid Vo11nhofer 7. Ms. Teresa Marquez
New Mexico State Library Zimmerman Library
325 Don Gaspar Government Publications Dept.
Santa Fe, NM 87503 University of New Mexico

Albuquerque, NM 87138

4. Martin Speare Memorial Library 8. Ms. Kim Stuart
New Mexico Tech Head Librarian
Campus Station Thomas Brannigan Library
Socorro, NM 87801 106 W. Hadley

Las Cruces, NM 88001
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IfITRODUCTION

This report provides a sumoary of the results of all experiments and
studies conducted during the Site and Preliminary Design Validation
(SPDV) phase and site validation phase of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIP?) Project. The body of the report is organized into three sections
as follows:

o Status - A statement of the status of the WIPP and of the
Department's intention to seek comments from the State of New

Mexico and interested members of the public prior to entering a

final decision as to whether the data collected warrants the
COrnRcncement of permanent facility construction for the WIPP
Project.

o Summary Of The Evaluation Of The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
Site Suitability - Prepared by Sandia National Laboratory
summarizing their evaluation of compliance with site selection
criteria based on data collected since 1975.

a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Preliminary Design Validation Report
Executive Summary - Prepared by Bechtel National Corporation

summarizing the results of the preliminary design validation
portion of the SPDV program. The full report is available in the
public reading rooms and libraries identified elsewhere in this

document.

This report is issued pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 2 of the
Stipulated Agreement between DOE and the State of New Mexico, and is to

be provided to the State of New Hexico and members of the public.

Additional copies are available by request to the WIPP Project Office,



P.O. Box 5400, Albuquerque, New Mexico B7115. Comments provided to the
above address within 60 days of issuance of this report will be reviewed,
considered and responded to before the final DOE decision on whether the

information obtained from the SPDV program and site and design validation
tests warrants the commencement of permanent facility construction for
the WIPP Project.
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113,646 feet of hole and 29.397 feet of core obtained specifically for
evaluation of the WIPP site. More than 40 of these ~IIPP holes have been
used to acquire hydrologic data needed to establish models of the site
and regional hydrology. Additionally, a variety of geophysical
exploration techniques have been used to examine the WIPP site. The most
useful of these has been seismic reflection profiling, though electrical
resistivity measurements and high resolution gravity surveys were also
useful in understanding the site geology. In addition to the extensive
field program, laboratory geochemistry, physical property determinations
and petrologic studies have provided data essential to development of a

more complete comprehension of the site characteristics. Surface-based
exploration of the site indicated that the site was suitable for more
detailed evaluation. Knowledge of the geology of the northern Delaware
Basin, gained through the investigation described above, allowed

development of site-specific site validation criteria.

Many of these criteria were satisfied by surface-based exploration.
Others, however, required information unobtainable in this manner. Thus,
it was determined that confirming evidence of the suitability of the site
could best be obtained by underground exploration. A Site and

Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) program, was developed and
implemented consistent with the Record of Decision (46 FR 9162, January
28, 1981) to permit in-situ observation of geologic conditions at the
proposed waste storage horizon and to allow determination of the
geomechanical reaction of the salt beds after excavation of underground
rooms. Extensive data from geologic mapping of the SPDV shafts and
underground workings and logging of core obtained by drilling from within
the deep excavations has shown the geology of the waste disposal horizon

to be as expected from previous investigations and described in the FEIS
(OOE/EIS-0026, October 1980).

Design Validation activities within the SPDV Program have prOVided
in-situ information concerning the underground facility design, design
criteria, and design bases. Observation and instrumentation data
consistent with a design validation plan have been collected and
evaluated for each of the project design elements.

- 2 -



Based upon all of the foregoing, the Department of Energy has concluded
that adequate data has been obtained upon which to base a decision
concerning the commencement of full construction of the WIPP Project.
The data and information generated is available for review by the State
of New Mexico and interested members of the public.

Therefore, pursuant to Paragraph 2 of the Stipulated Agreement between
the Department and the State of New Mexico, the Department is seeking
comments from the State of New Mexico and interested members of the
public prior to a decision by the Department as to whether the
information obtained from the SPDV program and site and design validation
tests warrants the commencement of permanent facility construction for
the WIPP Project.

- 3 -
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Abstract
Geoteehnicalstudies oriented toward selecting a radioactive waste disposal site began
in southeast New Mexico in 1972. These geological studies have focused on the present
WIPP site since November 1975 and have been accompanied by investigations of the
ecologic and socioeconomic environment. Surface-based geotechnical investigations
have relied heavily on geologic mapping, on geophysical exploration techniques, and on
drillholes for confirmation of interpretation, core examination, and acquisition of
hydrologic parameters. These studies have now been supplemented by direct eumina
tion and measurement of the subsurface geology in two shafts and in several thousand
feet of mined drift at the depth selected for the WlPP. Additional studies are not likely
to change significantly the level of confidence that now exists with regard to the
suitability of the WlPP site. Consequently, Sandia has now evaluated the information
available on the WIPP site and, in this report, summarizes the information and
judgments reached for each of the 21 site qualification criteria. The site satisfies the in
tent of all the site criteria. Sandia recommends, without reservation, the use of the Los
Medai'los site for the WIPP.
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Summary Evaluation of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)

Site Suitability

Introduction
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has had re

sponsibility since 1975 for site evaluation studies for
the US Department of Energy (DOE) on the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). These studies now allow
sound professional judgments regarding how well the
WIPP site meets the site qualification criteria and
associated siting factors. Additional study is not likely
to result in major changes in the confidence levels
associated with these judgments; consequently, SNL
is providing a final recommendation to the DOE re·
garding the suitability of the WIPP site.

Two previous interim recommendations were
made to the DOE. The first1 was in December 1978 at
completion of the Geological Characterization Re
port.1 This recommendation concluded that the geo
technical knowledge of the site after 3 years of study
provided adequate confidence to justify proceeding
with planning for the WIPP in the Los Medai'Jos area.
It also recognized a need for additional study to
further quantify certain parameters and to under
stand the geological processes responsible for certain
of the observed phenomena. The second recommenda
tiona was provided to DOE in October 1980 after an
additional 2 years of geotechnical study that focused
on issues identified in the first recommendation as
needing more evaluation. This recommendation stat
ed that "The studies conducted since August 1978
have provided additional confidence that the existing
hydrology, geology and the on-going geologic process
es will not -endanger the repository operation or its
long-term ability to isolate radioactive wastes from
the biosphere." The 1980 report recommended contin
ued consideration of the Los Medanos site for the
WIPP, reiterated the conflict with natural resources

noted in the first recommendation, and urged comple
tion of surface-based studies and initiation of subsur·
face horizontal investigations of the proposed WIPP
horizon.

This document, SNL's final evaluation of the
suitability of the WIPP site, addresses all the siting
factors listed in the Geological Characterization He
port2 and in the Final Environmental Impact State
ment.· These factors were reformulated in the Site
Validation Program& in a format more consistent with
that of the National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS)
commercial waste management program; this docu
ment follows that outline. This document briefly sum
marizes the relevant facts pertaining to the siting
factors, indicates whether in Sandia's judgment the
factors are satisfied, and, for those more contentious
factors provides a technical discussion and judgment
on whether a significant threat exists to site integrity
or public safety. The reader is referred to appropriate
reports for detailed presentations and discussions of
supporting data.

Background
The history of site selection for WIPP began in

1955 when the US Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
(now the US DOE) asked a committee of the National
Academy of Sciences to examine the issue of perma
nent disposal of radioactive waste. This committee
concluded' that "the most promising method of dis
posal of high level wastes (HLW) at the present time
seems to be in salt deposits." This recommendation
led the AEC to sponsor several years of research at the
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) on phenom
ena ti80ciated with the disposal of radioactive wastes
in salt. In 1962 the US Geological Survey (USGS)'
reported on the distribution of salt deposits in the
United States that might be suitable for such disposal.
The Permian Basin, which includes the Delaware
Basin in southeastern New Mexico and large areas in
Kansas, west Texas, and Oklahoma, was one of the
areas discussed. In 1963, ORNL research expanded to
include a large-scale field program in which irradiated
nuclear fuel elements, supplemented by electric heat
ers, were placed in Permian salt beds in an existing
salt mine at Lyons, Kansas. These studies, called
Project Salt Vault,' supported the use of salt beds for
radioactive waste disposal, and in June 1970 the Ly
ons site was selected by the AEC as a potentialloca
tion for a repository. The selection, however, was
conditional on satisfactory resolution of site-specific
issues then under study. In 1972 the Lyons site was
judged unacceptable for the following technical rea
sons:

• There were previously undiscovered drillholes
nearby that, it was feared, could lead to exten
sive dissolution of salt

• Water injected as part of a nearby solution
mining operation could not be fully accounted
ror

The Lyons site was then abandoned, and a nationwide
search for a suitable salt site began,e.ls ending with the
selection by the USGS and ORNL of a portion of the
Permian Basin in New Mexico as best meeting their
site selection guidelines. Four locations within this
area were examined in more detaiJl~20 and, from these
four potential locations, a location 30 miles east of
Carlsbad, New Mexico, was chosen for exploratory
work. Field investigations began in March 1974 with
the drilling of core holes AEC 721 and AEC 8.22 Field
work was suspended after a shift in program emphasis
by the AEC in May 1974. SNL received program
funding to continue field inveatigations in March
1975, and field work recommenced with the drilling of
ERDA 6211 in May 1975. ERDA 6 encountered unex
pected subsurface geologic conditions. Formation con
tacts were much higher than anticipated, and the
Castile salt and anhydrite beds exhibited severe dis
tortion. Fractured anhydrite at a depth of 2710 feet
contained pressurized brine. The complexity and un
predictability of the geologic structure at this site
ruled out its use, and site selection began anew. Siting
guidelines were reexamined at this time, and two
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major changes were adopted.2 An additional site selec
tion guideline required the site area to be at least 6
miles from the Capitan Reef front to avoid the zone of
most intense Castile deformation. The other change
relaxed the exclusion radius for deep boreholes, pene
trating through the evaporites, from 2 miles to 1 mile.
This latter change was made possible by the knowl
edge gained about the hydrology of the northern
Delaware Basin aquifers and by studies of possible
salt dissolution around boreholes.u-·

The New Mexico portion of the Delaware Basin
was reexamined for more suitable site areas by both
the USGS and SNL. On November 14, 1975, the
USGS recommended for further examination an area
about 7 miles southwest of the original site identified
by ORNL. SNL had independently selected the same
area as the most promising for a repository site. Abun
dant geologic data were available for this region from
oil and gas wells and from shallow drillholes used to
explore for potash. In a regional study, the USGS
found that dissolution of the top of Salado salt (the
formation of interest for facility development) was
distant enough from the proposed site to pose little, if
any, threat to the WIPP. A 3-square-mile under
ground facility could be located. to avoid the known
potash area (KPA) and to be at least 1 mile from all
boreholes penetrating through the salt. No private
land and less than three sections of state land were
present in the potential withdrawal area. A strati
graphic core hole, ERDA 9, was started in parallel
with geophysical studies of the area. ERDA 9, drilled
in the center of the area under study, revealed normal
stratigraphy and the desired flat bedding (dips are
about 75 feetlmile).%'1 Physical properties of the salt
beds were satisfactory;28 beds at depths of about 2100
and 2600 feet were selected as appropriate for TRU
and heat-generating wastes, respectively.

NOTE:-While the principal mission of WIPP has
always been to dispose of defense TRU waste, during
the early stages of site selection the AEC/ERDA
wished to maintain an option for HLW disposal at the
selected site. Consequently, the site selection program
did consider this option. Adeeper, thicker, and purer
salt unit was selected for HLW emplacement to mini
mize the unknowns of the interaction of heat-produc
ing waste with salt beds having more impurities and
more closely spaced interbeds. The more recent site
studies have not eumined the needs or consequences
ofHLW disposal at WIPP because HLW disposal was
removed from the WIPP mission by Congressional
authorization. The WIPP in situ test program will,
however, consider the effects of heat-producing waste
in the less pure salt beds selected for TRU emplace·
ment.



An exlenaivll prUKrll1ll uf .illl tlVllluntimllllu!lllhurlllll·
ry investigation was begun to fully characterize aite
properties and to understand the geologic processes
relevant to site suitability.

A final element of background information on the
site evaluation studies is a brief discussion of major
exploratory techniques. Extensive geologic map
pingft.3ll and correlation of borehole data provide a
solid geological base for interpreting geophysical sur
veys. More than 350 petroleum industry boreholes
penetrate the evaporites in a 9OO-square-mile area
centered on the WIPP site, and many potash explora
tion holes penetrate into the middle unit of the Salado
Formation. About 280 of the most pertinent of these
holes were cataloged by computer, and divers struc
ture and isopach maps were prepared to aid in under
standing salt-dissolution and salt-deformation issues.
These industry borehole data, together with about
1500 line miles of petroleum-industry seismic reflec·
tion data and regional gravity and aeromagnetic sur
veys, were readily available before starting detailed
site characterization. The DOE drilled 78 boreholes
(including the two shafts), totaling 113 646 feet of bole
and 29 397 feet of core, specifically for evaluating the
WIPP site. More than 40 of these holes were used to
acquire hydrologic data for establishing conceptual
models of the site and regional hydrology.sl Hydrolog
ic data for aquifers in the Delaware Mountain Group
were obtained principally from industry holes,S! but
were confUlDed by a few deep WIPP holes (AEC 7, 8;
ERDA 10) drilled near the site. Special techniques,
including tracer tests, were used to refine our knowl
edge of the Rustler aquifers and to establish more
definitive parameters for the hydrologic modeling.33

A wide variety of geophysical exploration tech
niques was used to examine the WIPP site,M with
seismic reflection profiling the most useful. Industry
data, useful in defining geologic structure deeper than
4000 feet, were of limited use for shallower depths.
About 195 line miles of reflection were run for WIPP
to evaluate structure within the evaporites. In addi
tion, a special high-resolution reflection survey of 2.3
miles was conducted to see whether it would improve
discrimination in the Salado Formation. It did not,
primarily because of surface noise interference. Five
miles of refraction data were acquired, principally to
provide information on the near-surface velocity vari
ations for use in reducing the reflection data. Electri
cal resistivity was also used extensively, with a closely
spaced set of gradient array measurements (more than

!MMIO dllLn I)cllnl.lli mndn liver thll enUrll !lite nreA.
Shlumherll:er lloulldlnKIl were AliO mAde In lIlllllcuul
regions to investigate changes in resistivity wllh
depth. Resistivity was particularly useful in screening
the site region for solution features, such as breccia
pipes, that might not have topographic expression. A
developmental technique, controlled-source audio
frequency magnetotelluric (CSAMT), was applied in a
limited fashion to describing the geometry of a brine
reservoir.S5,» While the method holds promise, it can
not be relied upon at this stage of its development for
definition of brine reservoir geometry. Available grav
ity and aeromagnetic surveys were purchased for the
WIPP site and environs. A high-precision (±0.02
milliga!) gravity survey covering about 9 square miles
was conducted to evaluate its usefulness in mapping
structure in the deformed Castile north of the WIPP
site.S1 Lateral density variations in the overlying, shal
lower rocks mask any gravity anomalies produced by
deformation in the Castile, but some small-scale
anomalies of shallow origin were observed. Available
aeromagnetic data are adequate to search for and rule
out any igneous dikes in the WIPP area similar to the
one mapped magnetically and by direct observation
some 11 miles west and north oC the WIPP.28 Limited
ground-base magnetic surveys were run to search for
faulting/subsidence of the Dewey Lake Red Beds. The
National Geodetic Survey (NGS) has established sev
erallevel-line benchmarks in the WIPP region. These
will be periodically reoccupied to monitor long-term
vertical motions at and near WIPP.

In addition to the extensive field program,labora
tory geochemistry,"" physical property determina
tions,43.44 and petrologic studies" have played an es
sential role in understanding the nature and origin of
dissolution and deformation features in the WIPP
region.

Qualification Criteria and
Factors for Evaluating the
WIPP Site

The WIPP site investigations have been guided by
an established set of site selection criteria.1 These
criteria, and the factors that address the criteria, are
listed in this section. The criteria are broad state
ments of desired conditions and must be addressed in
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practice by identifying and quantifying pertinent site
factors. When this has been done, a judgment can be
made on how well the criteria are satisfied. The basic
criteria listed below are from the WIPP GCR;2 more
Kpecific site evaluation factmK are from the Site Vali·
dation Program document,~ The Aite evaluation fac-

tors have been restructured (and renamed Site Quali
fication Criteria) in this document to conform more
closely with the format used in the commercial waste
management program" for easier comparisons. Re
I(srdle1ls of source or format, all the same site qualifi
cation facklrs and issues are addressed.

Listing of Site Criteria and Qualification Factora

Site Criteria

Geological Criterion-The geology of the site will be such that the repository will not be breached by natural
phenomena while the waste poses a significant hazard to man. The geology must also permit safe operation of the
WIPP.

Hydrology Criterion-The hydrology of the site must provide high confidence that natural dissolution will
not breach the site while the waste poses a significant hazard to man. Accidental penetrations should not result in
undue hazards to mankind.

Tectonic Stability Criterion-Natural tectonic processes must not result in a breach of the site while the
wastes represent a significant hazard to man and should not require extreme precautions during the operational
period of the repository.

Physical-Chemical Compatibility-The repository medium must not interact with the waste in ways which
create unacceptable operational or long-term hazards.

Economic/Social Compatibility Criterion-The site must be operable at reasonable economic cost and
should not create unacceptable impact on natural resourCe1l or the biologicaVsociological environment.

The specific site qualification factors which must be examined in order to assess how well these criteria are ful
filled are listed as follows.

Site Qualification Factor. (Criteria)'

1.0 Topography
The site must:

1.1 Permit access for transportation.
1.2 Possess relief low enough to avoid significant differences in lithostatic stress at waste disposal level.
1.3 Preclude inundation from surface floods.

2.0 Depth
The waste disposal horizon must be:

2.1 Deep enough to remain below the influence of surficial phenomena (infiltration of surface waters,
erosion/denudation).

2.2 Within the depth where lith08tatic stresses will not produce excessive rock deformation rates.

3.0 Thlckne.. of Host Rock
The thickness of waste disposal host rock must be sufficient to:

3.1 Provide a thermal and mechanical buffer zone above and below the facility.

10



4.0 Lateral Extent

The lateral extent of the waste disposal host rock must be sufficient to:

4.1 Provide the required lateral continuity and distance from the disposal facility to structural or erosional
breaches or dissolution boundaries.

5.0 Lithology

The lithology of the waste disposal host rock must:

5.1 Be relatively low in brine content with respect to any horizon selected for heat·producing waste
experiments.

5.2 Be relatively pure mineralogically to reduce the chemical interaction which must be considered.

6.0 Stratigraphy

6.1 The individual beds of rock in the disposal zone must be continuous enough to permit location of the
facility at essentially one stratigraphic horizon.

6.2 The location and characteristics of interbedded materials, such as clay, must not preclude construction
of stable excavations nor provide transport pathways which would significantly reduce the contain
ment capacity of the waste disposal rock.

7.0 Structure

7.1 The site shall be free of active or capable faults.
7.2 The dips of strata at the disposal level shall not exceed the acceptable grade for excavations unless the

stratigraphy/lithology allow construction of the disposal facility in beds either side of the selected
horizon.

8.0 Dissolution

8.1 The disposal horizon must be free and remain free from dissolution for at least 10,000 years, based
upon rates of dissolution determined from an assessment of previous rate of dissolution.

9.0 Subsidence

9.1 Subsidence caused by dissolution or mining should be avoided if it adversely affects the waste facility.

10.0 Surface Water

10.1 The site must be free of flooding hazard which could affect unplugged penetrations to the waste
facility.

11.0 Groundwater

11.1 Facility and related shafts must not adversely affect existing aquifers which are, or could be, sources
of water supply for humans or animals.

11.2 The underground facility must be able to be isolated from waterbearing strata and must not, itself, be
located in a water-bearing stratum (stratum which will yield water to a drillhole under the influence
of gravity alone).

11.3 The hydraulic conductivity of the facility stratum must be sufficiently low (10-6 em/sec or less) to
prevent flow of water through that stratum from any source which could develop after facility
construction.

11.4 Calculated hydrologic transport of radionuclides through the waste disposal facility and overlying
strata must be slow enough that a significant hazard to humans would not exist even if the disposal
stratum were breached.
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12.0 Tectonic Stability

12.1 The magnitude of maximum historical seismic events must demonstrate a low seismic risk to the site.
12.2 Major faults and pronounced linear structural trends should be avoided.

12.3 Major flow structures (anticline) should be avoided or evaluated for presence of brine.

12.4 Diapirism will be avoided for WIPP siting.

12.5 Areas of active regional uplift or subsidence should be avoided.

12.6 Areas of active or recent volcanism or igneous intrusion should be avoided.

12.7 Areas of high geothermal gradient should be avoided.

13.0 PhyslcaloChemlcal Compatibility

13.1 The disposal stratum should not contain more than 3% water content.

13.2 Beds of unusual composition and/or containing minerals with bound water should not occur within
20 feet of the waste horizon.

13.3 The mineralogy of the disposal horizon rock must not be chemically reactive with the waste or waste
packages in a way that will reduce the effectiveness of the rock as a barrier to nuclide transport.

13.4 Radiation effects must not compromise the effectiveness of the disposal horizon rock as an enclosing
medium.

14.0 Natural Reaourc.a

14.1 The site should be located so that losses of natural resources are reduced to acceptable levels, which
shall be determined by the value of the resources and alternative sources of those commodities.

15.0 Man·Made Penetrations

15.1 Boreholes or shafts which penetrate through the disposal level to underlying aquifers should be at
least I mile from the facility.

16.0 Transportation

16.1 Transportation routes should be capable of satisfying transport needs to the site with ready
development. Transportation routes should avoid population centers as much as possible.

17.0 Accessibility

17.1 The site should be readily accessible for transportation and utilities.

18.0 Land Acquisition

18.1 The site should be located on federal land to the greatest extent possible.

19.0 Population Density

19.1 The site should be located in a low population area.

20.0 Ecolo91cal Effects

20.1 The site should not contain ecological conditions, the disruption of which is irreversible or uncontrol
lable due to construction or operation of the facilities.

20.2 Archaeological and historical features of significance should be preserved.

21.0 Sociological Impacts

21.1 Construction and operation 'of the facility at the selected site should not create unmanageable
impacts on local governmental, educational, or social institutions. .

.,
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Before discussing the WIPP site in relation to
these criteria, a few comments Bre in order.

• First. very few of the Qualification factors, by
and of themselves, disqualify a site. The reason
is that assurance of waste isolation relies on the
synergy of many factors; one (or a few) unsatis
fied factor can often be adequately compensated
for by other favorable factors. Only an unsatis*
fled factor that clearly leads to failure of isola
tion or that is in opposition to DOE policy would
result in a priori site rejection. For the same
reason it is usually inappropriate to establish
quantitative limits for the site factors. These
factors may be considered as favorable or unfa
vorable. or as sufficient but perhaps not neces
sary for site acceptability.

• Second, these factors were prepared at a time
when the WIPP mission considered the possibil
ity of HLW disposal and therefore had to in
clude the aspects important to long-term irra
diation and to high-temperature effects. These
factors, while they will be addressed (and identi
fied), do not apply to TRU waste isolation.

• Finally, these factors were developed and are
worded to apply to sites in the bedded salt of the
Delaware Basin. Without omitting any of the
generic guideline aspects, they are specific to the
WIPP geologic and geographic environment.
WIPP siting factors should not be applied to
other locations and to other geologic settings.
The recently published DOE Draft Siting
Guidelines"" which apply only to siting of com
mercial HLW repositories, have been examined;
the WIPP siting factors are consistent with
these guidelines in scope and intent.

Examination of the WIPP
Site Qualification Factors

1.0 Topography
The elevation at the WIPP site (Zones I, II, and

III) ranges from about 3310 feet at the southwest
corner to 3550 feet at the eastern edge. This variation
is generally smooth (about 50 feet/mile) over the site,
with surface sandhills contributing local relief of up to
20 feet. Nash Draw is the major surface relief feature
in the surrounding area. It is a shallow valley 5 miles

wide and some 200 to 300 feet lower than the sur
rounding terrain. Its eastern boundary, Livingston
Ridge, forms a west-facing escarpment that may reach
a height of 75 feet in places. The site is about 500 feet
above the Pecos River at its closest point, about 14
miles southwest of the site.%.ulI

This relief presents no problems for access by road
or rail, and variations at depth in overburden stress
resulting from the local relief are too little to initiate
deformation of the salt at depth. No floods or im
poundments, now or in the future, will adversely
affect" the site. Drainage channels that might develop
in future pluvial periods would probably follow exist
ing topographic lows without affecting the WIPP site.

The WIPP site is well Qualified with respect to the
criterion on topography.

2.0 Depth
The WIPP facility will be excavated at a nominal

depth of 2160 feet below the surface. This depth will
vary several tens of feet over the extent of the under
ground facility. These depths assure that casual sur
face activity will not influence the facility contain
ment. Even possible future potash extraction or
exploration would not adversely affect the WIPP site
integrity since it would take place about 400 feet
above the facility level.2..aM The depths, both of the
facility and to the Salado Formation, assure that
erosion will not adversely affect the WIPP. Experi
ence and modeling both assure that safe mining can
take place at this depth and that room closure rates
will be well within acceptable bounds.6O,A1

The WIPP site is Qualified with respect to the
criterion on depth.

3.0 Thickness of Host Rock
The interval of halite selected for excavation of

the facility is about 75 feet thick. It is bounded on the
top by a bed of argillaceous halite and on the bottom
by an anhydrite marker bed (MB 139) that has an
undulatory upper surface varying up to 20 inches in
elevation. Within this interval are several clay seams.
In the first 27 feet above MB 139 there are no major
clay seams or partings.u Consequently, to facilitate
mining operations and minimize support require
ments, the excavated interval will be placed with its
floor about 5 feet above MB 139.

The thickness of the host rock is sufficient to
contain the excavated rooms and drifts for TRU em
placement and to provide a stable rock-mechanics
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environment for operational safety. Since there is no
significant heat from the TRU waste, thermal consid·
erations are not a factor. To conduct the simulated
defense high-level waste (DHLW) experiments, the
test room will be excavated above the 27-foot-thick
interval ofsalt, thus allowing the waste to be emplaced
in the center of this salt unit. The 27-foot thickness
eliminates undesired effeds of interbeds during the
experiment. Clay seams at the upper room level will
allow investigations of the rock mechanics effects of
these preferred assumed planes of weakness on stabil
ity of the rock mass.

The factor of host-rock thickness was originally
included to assure availability of a horizon where it
was not necessary even to consider the effects and
behavior of nonhalite interbeds subjected to higher
temperatures. One benefit from the WIPP in situ
experiments will be a determination of whether strati
graphic uniformity must be considered in siting a
DHLW repository in salt.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on thickness of host rock.

4.0 Lateral Extent
The Salado Formation and the stratigraphic in

terval within the Salado where wastes will be em
placed both extend for many miles in all directions
from the WIPP site.2 The regional dip brings the
Salado nearer the surface west of the site. Much of the
Salado salt west of the WIPP site, where it rises near
the surface, has been removed by groundwater disso
lution. In the vicinity of US Highway 285, the Salado
halite is completely absent.2lI More proximate to the
WIPP site are other features used as lateral extent site
selection factors:2 (1) deep boreholes extending
through the evaporite sequence, (2) the edge of the
Capitan Reef, and (3) the position of the dissolution
front at the top of the Salado. Conservative separation
distances from each of these features of 1. 6, and 1
mile. respectively, were selected to minimize concern
for dissolution and deformation at the facility level.
The WIPP site was selected specifically with these
criteria in mindYll

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on lateral extent.

5.0 L"hology
The lithology of the host rock is a significant

siting factor principally for disposal of heat·producing
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HLW. The brine content of the host salt has posed a
concern since brine migration in the thermal field
became an issue in the early 19708. These concerns
focused on corrosion and/or mobilization of waste
canisters due to accumulations of brine at or near the
canister. As a result of severalstudies,M.54 this issue is
no longer considered a significant threat to an HLW
repository. Even before this conclusion. an average
brine content of 3% was considered acceptable. The
WIPP horizon has a measured brine content varying
between 0.05% and 1.8%.&2

It has also been considered desirable to have a
relatively pure salt host rock immediately surround
ing HLW. This was simply to avoid addressing the
multitude of radiological and chemical interactions
present in a complex mineralogy. and to enhance our
ability to understand and model physical and chemi
cal behavior of the system. This is still a valid position.
A"dirty" salt containing argillaceous material, howev
er, may actually be a preferable disposal medium
because of increased sorption of isotopes by the clay
fraction.&6 The DHLW experiments in WIPP will
allow examination of this issue to some degree, since
the salt at this level is not quite as pure as the deeper
horizon once chosen for HLW disposal. Nevertheless,
the host rock for WIPP is relatively clean halite. An
average of samples taken from the SPDV exploratory
drift shows less than 1.5% water-insoluble impurities.
Petrologic examination indicates that the soluble frae·
tion is preponderantly halite with less than 5% non
halite soluble minerals.&2 These low levels of non·
halite mineralogy are acceptable for disposal of TRU
waste and for experiments with DHLW and would be
acceptable even for HLW emplacement.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on lithology.

6.0 Stratigraphy
It is desirable. in a bedded-salt disposal facility, to

-construct the entire underground facility in the same
rock unit that was selected for its favorable lithology.
Continuity of the salt beds allows this at the WIPP
site.2.62 Mining of the Site and Preliminary Design
Validation (SPDV) drifts has shown that the same
salt unit can be followed reliably over a 5100-foot
north-to-south distance. Thousands of miles of drift
in potash mines in the northern Delaware Basin also
provide confidence in the continuity and predictabili.
ty of the stratigraphy.
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The presence of clay seams or interbedded materi
als. 8uch as anhydrite or polyhalite. may pose an
operational concern if they act as failure planes in or
near the excavations. Such interbeds are routinely
encountered and accommodated by mining operations
in bedded salt. The SPDV has demonstrated that the
WlPP excavations can be constructed without undue
operational problems and with minimal support. The
WIPP rooms will have a nominallO-foot back without
any major interbeds. Interbeds must also be evaluated
with regard to their potential role in providing pre·
ferred pathways for fluids into or out of the TRU
waste rooms. There are no such major interbeds with
in the horizon to be excavated for the TRU W8.IIte

rooms. The nearest interbeds of significance are 10
(eet above and 5 feet below the room. The permeabili
ty of the aaltU is low enough to prevent any connection
between these interbeds and the waste rooms. The
permeability of the interbeds is also quite small."
Gases, predominantly nitrogen, do occur in some clay
seams. The potash mines routinely drill relief holes at
drift intersections to relieve gas pressures. The pres
ence of pressurized gas is itself an indication of per
meabilities low enough to provide long·time confine
ment Consequently, the WIPP horizon is not
expected to present a concern relative to interbed
pathways of low permeability.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on stratigraphy.

7.0 Structure
This factor specifically refers to the existing struc

tural conditions ator near the site. (Ongoing processes
and salt deformation are considered under 12.0, Tec
tonics,) If there are recently active faults near the site,
this would have implications for seismicity and its
effecta on operations. Active or inactive faults also
might represent permeable zones through which water
could reach the waste and perhaps transport it to the
biosphere. There are no known Quaternary (less than
2 million years old) tectonic faults nearer than the
west side of the Guadalupe Mountains, about 65 miles
away,2M.I7 The region near the WIPP site is typically
aseismic (see 12.0, Tectonics), Possible faults in the
older rocks, inferred from seismic reflection and from
some deep drillholes," have been demonstrated not to
cut the upper Salado and Rustler and thus have not
been active in the last 200 million years. Even if fault

offsets were to occur all the way through the evapor
ita, salt has a major advantage over other potential
host rocks since its physical properties effect sealing of
potential pathways by creep and/or recrystallization.
The WIPP site is not threatened by any known active
or inactive faults.

Another structural aspect to consider is the atti
tude of the beds in which the facility will be excavated,
This is primarily an operational factor that assumes a
desire to stay entirely within a chosen unit of rock.
There is no firm value for allowable dips, but 3D is
clearly acceptable for mining. The WIPP facility will
be in beds with an average dip of less than 2D

,U2

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on structure,

8.0 Dissolution
Salt., as compared to most other rocks, is relatively

soluble in water. Consequently, dissolution of salt by
circulating groundwater is an obvious concern in as
suring adequate longevity of the salt beds encapsulat
ing the waste, Dissolution in the Delaware Basin has
often been thought of as occurring in one or more of
three possible modes: (1) regional (or blanket) dissolu
tion at the top of the evaporites (often called "shallow"
dissolution, (2) regional dissolution at depth, within
or at the bottom of the evaporites (often called "deep"
dissolution, and (3) local dissolution features, such as
breccia pipes that originate at or beneath the base of
the evaporites or sinks, which originate at the top of
the evaporites. This distinction does not necessarily
imply a difference in the process causing the dissolu
tion, but rather comes about because the investiga
tions to examine each of the modes have been separate
and distinct programs.

It is relatively easy to establish whether any of
these dissolution phenomena exist at a particular site;
both drilling and geophY8ics were used to address this
issue. And there is general agreement on the degree to
which such phenomena currently emt at the WIPP
site, This i.88ue is contentious, however, because disso·
lution may be an active, ongoing proress requiring
prediction into the future. This means that the rates
and processes must be understood, or at least bound·
ed, to provide adequate assurance of site integrity,
Each of the three dissolution processes is addressed.
here separately.



Shallow DIOIolullon
Shallow disllOlution of Rustler and Salado evapor

ites haa long been recognized in the Delaware BMin.
in 1974 the USGS estimated the extent and fate of
shallow dissolution.ill These estimates are derived
from observations in Nash Draw, the nearest area of
active dissolution. Studies of salt loading in the Pecos
River also provide a method of estimating the current
rate of shallow dissolution.

Bachman211 considers Nash Draw to have formed
8S a result ofdissolution and erosion that began before
or during Gatuna time, about 600 000 years ago, and
that are continuing today. Bachman ascribes the ori
gin of Nash Draw to the following process:

• Initial dissolution occurs along surficial joints
and fractures in gypsum, forming tunnels and
caves in dendritic patterns

• Sediments are then carried into these dissolu
tion cavities by erosion

• Continued dissolution within the central drain
age system increases the stream gradient and
results in headward cutting by eroeion

• Nash Draw widens further ae a result of the
dissolution of halite and gypsum

These processes combined to produce a topographic
feature with a greater width-to-length ratio than
found in normal erosional valleys. The processes that
form Nash Draw are active mostly in the Rustler
Formation and at the top of the Salado, with the
dissolution front progressi.ng west to east in these
horizons.

The rates of dissolution were estimated to evalu
ate the potential hazard to the site of continued
dissolution in places such as Nash Draw. Since Mesca
lero time, about 600 000 years ago, Nash Draw appears
to have subsided between the flanking Livingston and
Quahada Ridges as much ae 180 feet. At one place its
surface is 180 feet below the projected elevation of the
Mescalero caliche. However, the interval between the
top of the Salado Formation and the top of Marker
Bed 124 in the middle of the Salado at the same
location is 420 feet, or 330 feet less than at Livingston
Ridge, where relatively little of the Salado salt has
been removed. It is concluded that about 150 feet of
the Salado salt was removed before Mescalero time
and about 180 feet since. With this in mind, Bach·
manN analyzed the dissolution in Naeh Draw as hav
ing occurred since the development of the Mescalero
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caliche, 600 000 years ago, and found that the average
vertical·dissolution rate wn about 330 feet per million
years.

This rate is neither constant through geologic
time nor the same throughout the region. At least two
other factors must be considered.:

• Dissolution and subsidence rates have probably
not been constant in Nash Draw during the past
600 000 years. Much of the subsidence may have
occurred during periods of higher rainfall in the
late Pleistocene (Wisconsin time). Bachman es·
timates the annual rainfall at no more than 25 to
30 inches or less during this time, the conditions
necessary for the formation of the Mescalero
caliche.

• Rate of subsidence in Nash Draw, whenever it
occuned in the Pleistocene, does not apply to
the whole region. From the western part of the
WIPP site to the area of Quahada Ridge east of
WIPP, the Mescalero caliche is relatively undis
turbed, suggesting no extensive regional or local
differential dissolution since Mescalero time.

An altemative approach to the estimation of dis·
solution rates12 estimated that the maximum amount
of salt dissolved and discharged. by springs and
streams along the east flank of the Pecos River basin is
955 tons per square mile each year. This gives a
present vertical-dissolution rate of about 500 feet of
salt in 1 million years.

The estimated horizontal rate of the shallow dis
solution front in the western part of the Delaware
Basin is about 6 to 8 miles per million years toward the
eaet, based on the assumption that at the end of
Ogallala time (late Miocene to Pliocene) the soluble
evaporites within the Salado Formation extended to
the Capitan Reef escarpment on the western edge of
the basin. Bachman,- recognizing that salt dissolution
also occuned earlier than Ogallala time, concludes
that this estimated average rate of salt removal by
shallow dissolution is an overestimate.

Bachman has determined. that semiarid climates
must have prevailed in southeastern New Merico for
the last 600 000 years. This conclusion is based on the
climatic conditions under which the Mescalero cali
che, which began to be deposited about 600 000 years
ago, could be formed and preserved. u it is over the
WIPP site. This indicates a relatively stable environ
ment over that period. Thus, although there were
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significant climate-caused geologic changes elsewhere
in the United States during that time, there were no
significant geologic effects at the WIPP site. The
normal pluvial cycle has a 10000- to 20ooo-year
period; thus several of these would be included in any
determination of past dissolution rates and would
therefore be factored into future expectations as well.

These estimates of horizontal and vertical dissolu
tion rates suggest that the waste in the WIPP could be
expected to remain isolated from dissolution effects
for at least 2 to 3 million years.

Deep Dissolution
Deep dissolution has been proposed by some in*

vestigators as a threat to the salt beds at the WIPP
site.1IM2 Isolated, local features such as breccia pipes
are considered by these authors as forerunners of the
more general advance of the deep dissolution front,
with the lower Salado the most susceptible formation
to dissolution based on their log correlations. They
initially postulated that dissolving fluids would enter
from and depart by the Delaware Mountain Group
(DMG) aquifer. "Gradient density flow" is the as·
sumed mechanism for this flow, which gains access to
the halite through faults or fractures in the Castile
and DMG. Further, the removal of salt is postulated
as relatively rapid. Local and basin-marginal thinning
of salt units in tbe Castile/Salado is interpreted as a
result of halite removal by dissolution. This is coupled
with an interpretation that over 70% of the original
lower Salado salt has been removed from the basin,
mostly in the late Cenozoic.

Several studies were made to examine these hy
potheses.a .SlIM Salient points that represent our judg
ment and evaluation on deep dissolution aspects are
summarized as follows:

• Deep dissolution, to the extent that it may have
occurred in the Delaware Basin, has taken place
over a much longer period of time than late
Cenozoic.21

• Apparent absence of salt from the lower Salado
in much of the northern Delaware Basin is not
caused by dissolution, but by depositional varia
tions.63

• Core from ERDA 10, drilled in an area of postu
lated extensive deep dissolution of Castile ha
lite, shows.no such phenomenon.ll6

• Significant salt removal by means of the Dela
ware Mountain Group aquifers is ruled out by
observations of hydrologic and geochemical pa
rameters.SlIM The volume of water available and
the rates of transport are too small for the
process to be effective. Solute content is incon
sistent with major contributions from Castile
halite.

• Breccia pipes are restricted to the Capitan Reef
area and are not forerunners of regional deep
dissolution.29M

• Deep dissolution, if it occurs, proceeds because
of groundwater flow along interbeds. Its lateral
progression. though not necessarily uniform, is
relatively predictable in the sense of progres
sion.

• Recent correlations of geophysical borehole logs
and the isopach maps derived from this study do
not support the concept of salt removal by disso
lution.6t

• Core from deep drillholes near W[PP does not
show evidence of extensive dissolution of
salt.6t,S6

From these observations we may conclude that (1)
regional deep dissolution is not present at or near the
WIPP site. (2) its existence as an active mechanism in
the northern Delaware Basin has not been demon
strated, and (3) if deep dissolution should occur, its
most probable mode and rate of development would
not imperil the integrity of the WIPP site over the
time span required for isolation.

Localized Dissolution
Localized dissolution features generally may form

either by removal of salt from the top of the evaporite
section or from its base. Some features may be initiat
ed by collapse into cavities developed in formations
beneath the evaporites as is the case for the breccia
pipe explored by borehole WIPP 16. Breccia pipes,
which result when overlying rock collapses into a
cavity formed at or below the base of the evaporites,
are of greater potential concern than shallow sinks
because they may create a permeable "short circuit" of
the salt barrier, allowing water to enter and leave a
repository. Many domal topographic features in the
Delaware Basin resemble the domes associated with
known breccia pipes.67 Therefore, it has often been
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assumed that breccia pipes were common throughout
the basin. Geologic mapping21,30 and drilling"-"
(WIPP 32, 33) have now shown these domal features
in tbe basin are not deep-seated breccia pipes. The
known breccia pipes are all over the Capitan Reef. One
drilled to depth- was in fact shown to originate in the
Capitan limestone reef and not in the evaporites. The
hypothesis that best explains this correlation is that
major aquifers (or cavernous rock), such 88 the reef,
are necessary either to provide the cavity or perhaps to
remove salt by dissolution, thereby creating the cavity
into which the overlying rock collapses.- Conceivably
the 88Dle process could occur wherever the underlying
aquifer carries enough water and is somehow connect
ed to the salt. Calculation of the maximum salt disso·
lution rates for the DMG aquifer indicates a very slow
cavity growth rate, about 1 meter height in 10 000
years.a This could result in gradual subsidence rather
than collapse and thus would not likely pose a threat
through formation of a brecciated, highly permeable
channel. Finally, there are several aspects worthy of
note observed in two of the existing breccia pipes over
the reef. The moot significant is that they did not
enlarge beyond their original diameter and had very
little effect on dissolution of salt outside the chimney
margin. The two pipes are not now permeable at
depth, and even though they intersect aquifers, they
do not produce water in drillholes (or, in one case, in
an excavated drifL- While they may (or may not) be
permeable when initially formed, they are not perme
able now. They have sealed themselves off. This is a
quality often attributed to salt, and it is demonstrated
here on a grand scale.

Based on all the preceding arguments, it is our
judgment that none of the three types of dissolution
pose a threat to the integrity of the WIPP salt beds,
certainly not over the next 10000 yean and, in all
likelihood, not over very much longer periods of time.

The WIPP site is qualifed. with respect to dissolu
tion.

9.0 Subsidence
Surface subsidence might conceivably affect the

long-term integrity of the WIPP site if such subsi.
dence were to alter the hydrologic system 80 as to
accelerate dissolution effecta, thereby breaching the
sal' beds isolating the WIPP.

There is currently no potash mining-induced sub
sidence at the WIPP site. In the long term, some
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subsidence will occur because all the open space in
WIPP cannot be completely backfilled. This surface
subsidence is not expected. to exceed about 1 foot.·
This is not significant in altering surface drainage or
in altering the Gow in the overlying aquifers.

Natural subsidence has already occurred. over part
of the WIPP site due to dissolution of halite from
within the Rustler.1IM This bas resulted in an overall
east·t,o..west permeability increase in the Magenta and
Culebra aquifers, but has produced no other aquifer
characteristics significant to WIPP. Nash Draw has
experienced major collapse largely due to dissolution
of a few hundred. feet of salt. This subsidence has
markedly altered the hydrologic parameters in this
region. Even with this extreme subsidence, the resul·
tant fracturing of aquifers, and the development of a
brine aquifer zone on top of the Salado salt, the
resultant rate of vertical diasolution is less than 500
feet per million years. It is therefore considered unre
alistic to have subsidence over the WIPP site that
could unacceptably affect ita isolation performance.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on subeidence.

~o.o Surface Water
The concern with respect to surface water is that

runoff, Goods, or future impoundments must not en
ter the facility through unplugged. openings. After
decommissioning and plugging of the holes and shafts,
this factor will not be significant for WIPP.

There are no perennial strea.m.s or surface-water
impoundments at WIPP. The nearest permanent
stream is the Pecos, 14 miles west of the site; it is more
than 400 feet lower than the WIPP site. WIPP is aited
and constructed. such that surface runoff from flash
floods will not advereely affect ita operation or long
term performance....

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to surface
waters.

11.0 Groundwater
Several aspects of the groundwater criterion must

be examined. The upecta listed earlier in this report
may be restated as follows:

• The existence of the facility and its penetmtioD8
through overlying aquifers should not adversely
affect thoee aquifers and their use.



• One must be able to assure isolation of the
underground facility from surrounding aquifers,
and the underground facility must not itself be
in a water·producing stratum.

• The permeability of the host rock must be low
enough to prevent significant flow of water
through it if water comes into contact with the
host rock in the future.

• The hydrologic regime at the site should limit
the transport of radioisotopes to the biosphere,
in the event of a facility breach, to prevent any
significant consequences.

The only aquifers of any significance at the WIPP
site are in two dolomite beds in the Rustler Forma
tion. The more important of these is the Culebra; the
other is the Magenta. The Santa Rosa, an important
source of water farther east, has been thinned by
erosion at the WIPP site and, with the exception of
borehole H-5c, does not produce water in borehole
tests. The Culebra and Magenta do produce water at
the WIPP site, but it is not suitable for use by hu
mans. Not only is the salinity too high (more than
10000 milligrams per liter ofdissolved solids), but it is
produced in quantities too small to be of interest.10,71

The open. 6-foot-diameter, WIPP shaft produced only
0.4 gallons per minute72 and no hole within 2 miles of
WIPP, down-gradient to the BOutheast, baa had a flow
yield of more than 0.2 gallons per minute over an
extended pumping period.31 Near the site there is
localized production of small quantities of water for
livestock from discontinuous pockets of water in shal
lower sediments, probably in the Dewey Lake or Ga
tui'Ja Formations. No production of water from the
Dewey Lake (or any other overlying formations) was
obtained in the WIPP hydrology testing. Based on
these facts, there will be no adverse impact on use of
these aquifers because of WIPP drilling and construc
tion.

Another concern is whether these aquifere can be
isolated adequately from the underground facility.
Recent shaft construction has shown that this will be
no problem in the short term.52 A 12-foot-diameter
hole, lined and cemented down to the salt, was readily
constructed and easily lined, sealing off the Rustler
aquifers. Even an unlined 6-foot-diameter shaft pro
duces scarcely any water from the Rustler, about 0.4
gallons per minute.P.12 Sufficient confidence in per
manent. long-term isolation is provided by the Plug
ging and Sealing Program""''' and by consequence

888e88ments that indicate even open holes do not
result in unacceptable effects. A test already conduct
ed in borehole AEC 7 illustrates the capability of
installing adequate plop in boreholes.1t The vertical
distance of 1400 feet between the underground facility
and the Rustler Culebra aquifer provides a long inter
val for eventual plug installation, thus providing even
further aaaurance ot permanent isolation.

The facility host rock itself bas a very low perme
ability,62,71 thus assuring that water from poesible
external sources at depth (boreholes, flooded potash
mines. etc) will not gain access to the waste through
the salt. The salt itself has in situ permeabiHties
<0.01 microdarcy." The l00-foot interval containing
the excavated zone is expected to have in situ permea
bilities of only a few microdarcies (about 10-20 micro
darcies) based on testa in AEC 7.71

The last issue is, for the WIPP, the most signifi
cant of the hydrologic aspects. Basically, it is how well
the hydrologic regime at the WIPP site will limit
transport of radioisotopes to the biosphere (or accessi
ble environment, if one uses the Environmental Pro
tection Agency (EPA) terminology) if the facility is
breached by some mechanism-with drillholes the
most likely mechanism. The answer to this question
r6quires a hydrologic model for the site area that
allows one to make reliable transport calculations.
Early calculationa for WIPP breach scenarios' used a
very conservative conceptual hydrologic model to as·
sure bounding of the release consequences. The hy.
drologic model that better representa the site and may
now be used for safety asaesament, would be consider
ably different.It,'II.TI

Perhaps the most significant change involves the
flow path for fluids if a deep drillhole were to pene
trate through the disposal horizon connecting the
Rustler and Delaware Mountain Group aquifers. The
data now show that for this breach scenario (by far the
most probable scenario) the flow would be downward
into the DMG aquifer.1t Pluvial cycles would not alter
this tendency. The result of this change is to de·
empbaaize the significance of transport associated
with the Rustler aquifers. The water flow in the DMG
is very slow'S and may be virtually nonexistent."
Water passing under the WIPP site will require about
500 000 years to reach the Capitan Reef. BOme 10 to 15
kilometers down-gradient. This compares to the pre
viously estimated travel times of about 5000 to 40 000
years to the Pecos River by means of the Rustler
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aquifers.4a The second aspect of the hydrologic model
to be changed involves the flow through the Rustler.
This path must still be considered since some of the
less likely breach scenarios still would transport W8.llte
to the Rustler aquifers. We now know from tracer tests
that the actual flow in the Culebra is primarily
through a system of joints and/or fractures filled with
porous secondary material.78,N A model based on this
system and that uses the present potential surface and
hydraulic conductivity data,N indicates that water
will move less than 2 miles in 1000 years in the region
near the site. As in the earlier Rustler transport calcu
lations, flow is more rapid in the regions where much
salt has been dissolved and collapse has occurred.
Since the transit time near the site is so long, more
rapid movement of groundwater near the Pecos River
is relatively less important. The absence of detailed
models, as provided by tracer tests, is of minor conse
quence for these more distant portions of the flow
path.

In addition to the favorable hydrologic conditions
provided by the low flow rates and by saline waters,
the rocks of the DMG and Rustler aquifers would
significantly retard the major radioisotopes in WIPP.
Distribution coefficients have been determined in lab
oratory batch and column tests for Rustler aquifer
rock. These vary with both isotope and environmental
conditions, but for "transuranic" isotopes range from
about 10 milliliters per gram for uranium to 2100
milliliters per gram for plutonium.48,66.80..81

A final aspect of hydrology to be considered in this
section is whether karst geohydrology could play a
significant role in the transport of Ouids at and from
the WIPP site. Near-surface morphology typical of
karst development is known to exist over portions of
west Texas and southeast New Mexico.a Karst in the
regional area of the WIPP site has been described and
noted in previous WIPP studies.1,2lI The regional karst
is best developed in the Rustler Formation in Nash
Draw, where caves and "swallow holes" are observed.
Interest in the potential for karst nearer the WIPP
site was stimulated by the discovery of sinuous, short
wave-length gravity anomalies north of the WIPP site.
These anomalies, originating from shallow ~ensity

variations, have been attributed by Barrows et alf7 to
alteration along karst channels.
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The appropriate questions to be addressed with
respect to WIPP are:

1. Does karst exist at the WIPP site, and more
especially in view of the relevant breach scenar
ios, does it exist over WIPP itaelr?

2. If it does exist (or cannot be disproven), is it a
significant path for transport of radioactive
isotopes in the hypothetical breach scenarios
for WIPP?

There are several reasons to doubt the existence of
karst conditions over the WIPP site. These are briefly
enumerated and diacu.ssed..

• The studies of LambertU have demonstrated
that di880lution and alteration of anhydrite in
Nash Draw and nearby areas to the east are
proceeding laterally by encroachment of water
along beds of fractured (permeable) anhydrite.
Thus, the alteration that does exist in the Rus
tler is not ascribed to vertically downward-mov
ing waters.

• The monotonically decreasing hydraulic con·
ductivities away from Nash Draw (as measured
from west to east) support the concept of the
stratabound dissolution of salt and alteration of
anhydrite progressing laterally eastward from
Nash Draw. Features such as the sink examined
by borehole WIPP 33 are interpreted by Bach
man28

8.11 a manifestation of this eastward growth
of dissolution along fingers extending from
Nash Draw. The rate of extension of these disso
lution features will thus be comparable with the
rate of lateral development of Nash Draw, about
6 miles per million years.

• There are no well-developed topographic ex
pressions at the WIPP typical of well-developed
karat. Shallow, circular features in the region of
the site (dolines), sometimes ascribed to subsur
face dissolution, are of such low relief (less than
10 feet) that they may result from other causes
such as deflation.

• The numerous hydrologic test holes and the
tests run in them show no direct or indirect
evidence of karat channels. These tests indirect
ly probe the aquifer considerably beyond the
well bore (during the drilling of the WlPP



Mbafb, the hydrolol(ic f)relUlure effect& were noticed
Hfweral thoull8.nd feetaway)U - and no indication~ of
kanlt were !leen in the data.

• The Rustler aquifers at the WIPP site are arte·
sian and have discrete potentiometric heads in
dicating that the aquifers are not conned.ed to
each other by karst development or to a free
water table by vertically developed karst. There
is no free-water table at WIPP, a condition
usually required for active karst development.

• No water is observed in WIPP hydrology test
holes from rocks above the Rustler aquifen.
Even after heavy rains, the water balance regime
in the area is not believed to require or to
support vertical karst development. The only
spring observed in Nash Draw (Surprise Spring)
appears to fluctuate in discharge with the
amount of water discharged from potash opera
tions rather than with rainfall. Stable isotopes in
the Rustler waters over the WIPP indicate that
these meteoric waters are not of recent origin.

• The negative gravity anomalies north of the site
are of a scale that alteration of anhydrite to
gypsum might e:lplain them. The anomalies also
might be caused by low-density channel filling
in the Dewey Lake Red. Beds. Alteration is ob
served in boreholes, Le., gypsum and selenite,
but adequately detailed.. petrologic studies have
not been done to determine ifeither of the above
two concepts is in fact geologically supported
and also quantitatively sufficient to e:lplain the
gravity observatioll8. WIPP 13 and WIPP 14,
drilled in negative gravity anomaly areas, e:mib
ited anhydrite alteration but no direct evidence
of karst channels." In any case, the precision
gravity survey (although of limited extent)
shows these sharp, shallow origin anomalies only
in the area of the disturbed zone north of the
WIPP site. No such gravity features emt at the
WIPP.

For the above reasoll8, it is believed. unlikely that
developed karst erlats at the WIPP site. Since it is
difficult, if not imp088i.ble, to offer concrete, absolute
proof of a negative or absent condition regarding karat
geohydrology, it can be asked what the implications
would be if it did exist and the WIPP were breached.
by drilling. M08t significantly, there is no realistic
scenario that could introduce water from below into
the Rustler aquifers or into karat channels above the

RWitler aquifers. The DMG heads are not sufficient to
uvercome the Rustler heads and to force water to that
elevation in an uncased borehole. Realistic scenarios
that entail a brine reservoir encounter would have
holes cased through this interval. In any case, direct
discharge to the surface, as presumed in these scenari
os, would bound the consequences. It may therefore be
concluded that not only are karst channels unlikely at
WIPP, they would be of no consequence to site accept
ability even if they existed.

All the above discussion indicates that the WIPP
hydrologic conditions are highly favorable for consid
erations related to disposal of radioactive wastes. The
conceptual model developed for the WIPP site indi
cates that the flows are small in volume and slow in
velocity and satisfactorily inhibit isotope transport
from hypothetical breaches.

The WIPP site is qualified. with respect to the
criterion on hydrology.

12.0 Tectonic Stability
There are many ways to form an opinion about the

pr_e8ence or absence ofsignificant tectonic activity and
its future likelihood. Many of these indicators have
been liated as subcriteria for site selection. Most have
obvious answers for the WIPP site and little discus
sion is required; these are briefly addressed. The main
subject of Castile deformation, as exemplified by the
"di.sturbed zone" (DZ), is more fully considered.

The WIPP site is in a relatively aseismic region.
Local monitoring since 1974 has detected no micro
seismic activity at or near the site.2,41,86.18 The nearest
prominent seismicity is in west TeX88 (Kermit) over
the Central Basin Platform. Studies have led to the
conclusion that this activity is not natural, but is
caused by water flooding for secondary recovery of oil.
Rare, small, isolated tremors occur north of the site:
these may also originate near an oil field and may be
caused by adjustments in the rock as oil is withdrawn.
Solution-generated collapse might also cause such
signals. No known geologic features in the area suggest
active tectonism. To date it has not been po8lIible to
determine the origin depth of these tI:emors. In any
event, they do not po6e a significant issue to WIPP
site acceptability.

There are no major faults or structural features
near the WIPP. The nearest major structure to the
east is the Central Basin Platlorm, a structure that



has not been active since late Paleuzoic. To the weRt
are the Guadalupe Mountains, probably formed by
mid·to-Iate-Tertiary movementa 8880Ciated with the
Basin and Range development. An apparent fault,
mapped along the east side of the Guadalupe Moun
tains by KelleyW has been remapped by Hayes and
Bachman'" without finding evidence of any faulting. A
series of recent faulta along the west side of the
Guadalupe8 outline the graben under the west Texas
salt basin.,uilI The faulting is 65 or more miles from
WIPP. No major lineations have been observed in the
area of WIPP, though many small lineaments may be
observed on aerial photos.

The nearest igneous intrusive to the WIPP is a
dike intruded up into the Salado salt about 11 miles
north and west of the site. This dike is about 33
million years old." This feature has been examined in
potash mines where it intrudes into salt. While alter
ation does occur in the salt adjacent to the dike, ita
presence has not led to any significant dissolution of
salt by water.ft.t4 The geothermal gradients observed
in boreholes are normal for the region.2,lIlI

Major uplift and tilting of the basin occurred a few
million years ago, but some minor broad regional
movement may be ongoing. Level-line surveya&7 by the
NGS indicate that the major movement is in the Salt
Flata graben southwest of the Guadalupe8 and JXl68i
bly along the Guadalupe-Delaware mountain trend.

Diapirism, as represented by Gulf Coast salt
domes, is not present at the WIPP site, and cwrent
conditioIUI do not favor ita development. There may
be piercement of anhydrite beds in the upper Castile
Formation at ERDA 6, a site location previously aban
doned.

The remaining topic of tectonic stability deals
with the deformation of beds in the Castile Formation
in certain portioIUI of the northern Delaware Basin.
This deformation is well-exhibited along the front of
the Capitan Reefand certain other areas such as at the
Belco-Hudaon well, southwest of the site. These defor
mations are of interest to the WIPP for several rea
SODS. First, the distwbed zone (DZ) intrudes onto the
northern edge of the WIPP site, and its near proximi
ty raises concern over its origin and nature. Secondly,
some of the deformed-zone structures are known to be
a focus of brine reservoirs, another topic of concern to
the WIPP. The fundamental Question, of course, is
whether Castile deformation and associated develop
ment of brine reservoin could occw at WIPP within a
time frame of concern. and if so, whether or not it
would pose a threat to WIPP.
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Hecently concluded BtudieBM .hed considerable
light upon the nature and mechanisms of these Castile
deformations. The most likely mechanismB are gravity
sliding and gravity foundering. The fll8t is a basin
wide phenomenon caused by the gradual, and UBually
gentle, down-dip creep of salt. The second is the
tendency of the denser anhydrite to sink into and
displace halite when and where the strength of the
halite is reduced. Increased. concentrations of inter
granular fluid near the margins of the basin, areas
where the salt has more impurities, may be especially
effective in lowering the strength of the salt. Edge
effects at the contact between the Castile and the
Capitan reef could initiate deformation. Also. struc
ture on top of the Delaware Mountain Group and
Anhydrite I could initiate deformation in Halite I as
the halite gradually creeps down-dip. This may ex
plain isolated deformation such as at the Belco well.
Petrographic studies indicate that several episodes of
deformation have contributed to forming the DZ.
Some of the deformation may be as early as late
Permian; some may have occurred in the late Cenozo
ic. Indeed, it is not possible to rule out active deforma
tion even at the present time. Ifdeformation is occur
ring, however. it is at an undetectable rate and will
propagate from the present centen so slowly that it
will not affect the WIPP site.M New and randomly
distributed centen of deformation are not likely to
develop. since the triggering features descri.bed earlier
have been in place all along and the driving forces are
not getting perceptibly larger. Further. except in rare
instances (ERDA 6), the deformation is primarily
limited to the Castile and lowermost Salado; it does
not involve the overlying Salado Formation where the
WIPP is located. If the sort of deformation observed
over m08t of the DZ occurred at WIPP. it would have
no detrimental impact on conr\pement integrity of the
WIPP.

The detailed mechanism by which deformation
occurs is believed to be presswe solution-recrystalli
zation." This process does not require introduction of
fluid into the system. but is facilitated by the presence
of intergranular brine. The entire salt body may be
gradually "reworked," and fluid may be gradually
moved through the salt. This mechanism might be a
po8Sible SOWC8 ofsome of the brine reservoir fluid. but
such a sole source is inconaistent with solute and
stable isotope data.·1 The concentration in the brine of
such elements as lithium might be explicable through
this mechanism but no experimental data exist to
support this hypothesis.



Brine Reseryolrs
Brine reservoirs deserve a discussion of their own

although they probably form 88 a consequence of the
deformation just described. The only two brine reser
voirs studied to any degree are those encountered in
WIPP 12 and ERDA 6. They are discussed in detail in
a recent brine reservoir report.·' The uranium disequi
librium technique for estimating the length of time
the brine has been in a relatively stagnant condition is
given in References 42 and 96.

This age determination method is subject to as
sumptions made on how rapidly the brine reservoirs
were formed and the aource of the brine fluid. The
most conclusive statement that can be made at this
time is that the system has been active, in the sense of
exposing brine to fresh rock surface, within the last 2
million years. Numerical ages can be determined with
the existing data only if one assumes brine was inject
ed in a short span of geologic time and has been
stagnant since this injection.

The following facts can be stated regarding brine
reservoirs encountered in the Delaware Basin evapor
ites.

• They are present only in Castile structures; 13
separate drillholes have shown this correlation.

• They have been observed only in the upper
anhydrites of the Castile, usually in Anhydrite
III.

• ERDA 6 and WIPP 12 brines occurred. in steeply
dipping fractures in the anhydrite.

• All the brine reservoirs are at greater than hy
drostatic pressure and exhibited pressures dif
ferent from that for any adjacent aquifenl.

• Adjacent brine reservoirs had different "initial"
pressure heads.

• Geochemical analyses of brines indicate that
ERDA 6 and WlPP 12 are not connected.

• The brine geochemistry (and potential head)
roles out a DMG source for ERDA 6 and WIPP
12.

• The brine source may be original Permian water,
or perhaps more recent Capitan water.

• If brines were injected and became static sys
tems in a short period of time, isolation times of
a few ten thousand years to several hundred
thousand years may be calculated for WIPP 12
and ERDA 6 brines, depending on origin of
fluids and assumed initial conditions.

• The brine-reservoirs brines are essentially satu
rated with respect to halite.

These facts imply the following with respect to the
WIPP Bite.

• Absence of Castile deformation under the WIPP
facility makes the presence of a brine reservoir
unlikely. It is virtually impoasible to prove their
absence however.

• If a brine reservoir does exist or if one should
form as a result of deformation in the geologic
future, it would be confined to the Castile anhy
drites, some 800 feet below the WIPP excava
tions.

• If a brine reservoir does exist or should develop
at the WIPP site, it would not interact with
WIPP except through human intrusion into
both the brine reservoir and the facility.

The last conclusion calls for consequence analysis
of po88ible breach scenarios. These have been done"'''
and the indicated consequences are not significant.
One is led, therefore, to the conclusion that brine
reservoinl are not likely to occur under the WIPP
facility now or in the near geologic futwe. If they
should occw, they will not interact with the WIPP
except through human intrusion. The consequences of
this (unlikely) occurrence are not unacceptable.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on tectonic stability (and brine reservoir)
considerations.

13.0 Phyalcal-chemlcal Compatibility
AU the Bubcriteria listed under this topic are of

concern principally for HLW, which produces signifi
cant quantities of heat and radiation. Even for HLW,
they may no longer be necessary due to improved
understanding and engineering design. Nevertheless,
it is readily established by reviewing the SPDV re
sults" that the intent of the criteria is satisfied by the
WIPP horizon.

The facility interval contains Jess than 1% water
and less than 5% nonhalite minerals." The interbeds
within 20 feet are anhydrite, polyhalitic halites, and
clay-bearing seams of quartz and/or magnesite. The
anhydrite does not present a thermal barrier or water
release concern, and the clay-bearing seams and poly
halite will not release any water 88 a result of elevated
temperatures from WIPP wastes, since temperatures
will not occur that are high enough to initiate dehy
dration. Even for the DHLW experiments, where one
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desires to observe the behavior of the clay interbeds,
the temperatures will be too low to dehydrate the
major hydrated minerals (principally clays and poly
halite) that are present

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to its
physical-chemical properties.

14.0 Natural Resources
The WIPP site selection criteria! specify that

natural resources will be avoided to the maximum
extent po68ible. There are two reasons for wishing to
avoid resources. The first is primarily economic; a
desire not to remove potentially valuable resources
from future exploitation. The second reason is to
decrease the probability of breaching the integrity of
the facility by exploring for or developing natural
resources if administrative control of the site is lost.
The WIPP site was carefully selected with a view
toward minimizing the potential for natural-resource
conflicts while recognizing the requirements of other
site selection criteria.I.'"

The two natural resources known to be ofeconom
ic value in portions of the northern Delaware Basin are
potash and fluid hydrocarbona.ol,II While it was consid
ered po68ible to avoid potential potash depoeits, it has
never been considered poesible to avoid the potential
for conflict with fluid hydrocarbons. This would be
true for virtually any 8edimentary basin, since they
have invariably been targets for oil and/or gas explora
tion. Viewed in a larger and long-range perspective, it
is never possible to rule out future human penetration
of any site for a geologic repository. There are too
many examples of drilling deep holes for purposes
other than mineral exploration to believe that any
area is sure to be totally free of such activity. While
the probability of human intrusion may be reduced by
siting coIUliderations, by administrative controls, or
by passive marker systems, the surest way to reduce
the long-term risk associated with human intrusion is
to select a site where the site characteristics limit the
consequences of such intrusion to levels considered
acceptable by society.

Let us now examine the resource situation with
respect to the WIPP site. The WIPP site was original
ly divided into four zones.2.4-" The two inner zones, I
and II, cover the surface and potential underground
portions of the facility, respectively. Zone III was to be
a mile-wide control zone where underground penetra
tions would be limited by DOE.· Zone IV was still
another 1 mile control zone outside Zone III. Zone IV
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was established 88 a precaution agaiIUlt possibly unde
sirable activities until a determination could be made
as to whether, in fact, such avoidance was necessary to
protect site integrity. It has now been determined that
Zone IV is not required to protect the long-term
integrity of the site,- and DOE has indicatedillO that
drilling and mining will be allowed in Zone IV. Fur
ther, exploration for hydrocarbons beneath Zones I, II,
and III will be e.llowed by deviated drilling from
outside Zone III if the hole is outside Zone III for the
first 6000 feet of depth. As a result of these decisions.
only reSources within Zones I,ll, and III and at depths
less than 6000 feet need be considered with respect to
resource values in conflict with the WIPP.

Potentially economic potash at the present WIPP
site occurs principally in Zone III. A small amount of
lease grade potash occurs in Zones] and II, but most of
the area is barren or of relatively low grade.ud.IO',l02 In
all, only 13.3 million tons of langbeinite ore is consid
ered to be economic and to He within Zone III. While
not insignificant, this amount is not a major or 10ng
term source of ore.

More important from the viewpoint of long-term
site integrity is the fact that all the known or antici
pated potash lies within a limited vertical span of the
Salado Formation. This interval is about 400 feet
above the WIPP facility horizon. Even if potash ex
ploration or mining occurred directly over WIPP in
the future, the 400 feet of vertical separation would
preclude any unacceptable interactions between the
two levels. The most severe consequence would be to
alter the hydrologic regime over WIPP because of
subsidence into the mined area and perhapS thereby
lead to more rapid dissolution of salt. If 80, it is
unlikely the dissolution rate would exceed that in
Nash Draw where widespread collapse has occurred.
The Nash Draw vertical dissolution rate of 300 to 500
feet/million years is quite acceptable if it were to occur
at WIPP.

Fluid hydrocarbons have a potential for occurring
in economic quantities at the WIPP site even though
known oil fields and producing trends were avoided by
site selection. Unlike the known existence of potash.
the presence of gas or oil is not a certainty. However,
based on the statistics of oil and gas occurrence in this
part of the Delaware Basin, it can be concluded that
the area of interest for exploration of natural gas is at
depths of 10000 to 15000 feet below the sur
face.4.•.'o:s.,~ Prospects for oil in this immediate area
sre not promising.··.. Since the interesting prospects
sre for natural gas at depths of greater than 10 000



feet. existing technology for drilling deviated holes
muy be lIRed tnexplore under all Znnes I. II. and III for
thill pntlmtinl rl!lInUrcc. I"'.

Thull the important iliMue relative to hydrocarbons
is not one of resource denial, but rather the supposed
attractiveness of the geologic setting for future explo
ration. While one may raise many arguments about
how likely this will be in the distant future, it is
impossible to assure that drilling into or through
WIPP cannot happen. Several such breach scenarios
involving drilling into and through the WIPP have
been examined.4.48.t7 The conclusion reached as a re
sult of all these studies is that the radiological conse
quences to future man are not significant.

In summary, some potash resources may be de·
nied by present restrictions, but occurrence of potash
and its possible attraction for future generations does
not present a breach threat to WIPP. Natural gas
resources are not denied by present restrictions, but
their possible presence and the overall geologic setting
makes drilling through the WIPP a more likely occur
rence than in nonsedimentary geologic settings. Possi
ble drilling breaches of WIPP confinement integrity
have been analyzed and shown to result in relati.vely
benign consequences.4

,g'l It is therefore concluded that
the site should not be ruled unacceptable because of
potential resource conflicts; this potential is out
weighed and compensated by the very favorable hy
drologic regime at WIPP.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on natural resources.

15.0 Man-Made Penetrations
This factor applies to all shafts and boreholes that

penetrate through the evaporites into underlying
aquifers. Such penetrations must be at least 1 mile
from the underground facility. This criterion was
relaxed from a 2-mile exclusion distance when studies
of the site hydrology and possible salt solutioning by
means of unplugged boreholes showed that even a 1
mile buffer was quite conservative.2 This requirement
is imposed because as yet there is not adequate assur
ance that such penetrations can be adequately
plugged and sealed; thus there is concern that exten
sive dissolution of salt might oceur around the pene·
tration. Future studies could reduce or eliminate this
restriction even further.

No such penetrations exist within I mile of the
proposed underground WIPP facility.1i Early control
"r nil and gsa drilling by the State of New Mexico
provide. confidence that all Buch drillholes are ac
counted-for. Additional relUl8urance that no deep
drillholes have gone undetected. is provided by the
long-lasting nature of surface disturbances in this arid
climate. Aerial photos easily detect evidence of such
activity since drilling began in the area. Aeromagnetic
surveys were useful in detecting metal surface conduc
tor pipe or casing usually associated with deep drill
holes. Thus it is very unlikely that any unknown deep
drillholes exist within the WIPP site.

The WIPP Bite is qualified with respect to the
criterion on man-made penetrations.

16.0 Tran8portatlon
The WIPP site should be located 80 that highway

and rail transportation can be readily developed and
so that population centers can be avoided to the
extent possible.

Only a few miles (about 5) of new rail line are
required to serve the site. Highway access can be
provided from existing roads with only a few miles of
new highway. No major problema are anticipated with
roads because of the area where the WIPP is located.
While control of transportation routes to the WIPP is
outside the jurisdiction of this study, this site does not
impose any greater hazard on transportation scenarios
than would other potential sites. Transportation of
radioactive waste to the WIPP has been examined4.'3
and found to entail acceptable risks.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to trans
portation.

17.0 ACce88iblilty
This factor relates to the ease with which roads,

railroads, and utilities may be constructed at and to
the site. The WIPP site and its environs present no
topographic or engineering obstacles to development
of transportation and utility corridors." Access corri
dors have been 8urveyed and examined for archaeolog
ical sites; the routes do not jeopardize any 8uch sites.
Righta-of-way have been obtained for water and utili
ties that present no construction or environmental
problems.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on accessibility.
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18.0 Land Acquisition
Altland designated 88 part of the WIPP site must

be controlled by the DOE. This ownership is pre
sumed to be facilitated by initial federal ownership.
Within the present boundary or the WIPP site, all
land is either federally owned and administered by the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (14 sections) or
owned by the State of New Merico (2 sections).' The
DOE will acquire the two sections of State land
through an exchange of lands between the Depart
ment of Interior and New Mexico. In addition to land
ownership, there are existing leases for potash and
oil/gll8 that must, under current guidelines, eventually
be acquired inside Zones It II, and III. All the area is
also now leased for surface grazing rights. Grazing will
be allowed to continue except inside the fenced (Zone
I) area.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on land acquisition.

19.0 Population Density
While surrounding population is not e:lpected. to

be at risk, it nevertheless is only common sense to
select an area allow population density when possible.
This lessens still further any consequences to the
general population of an accident that might happen
at the WIPP site.

The immediate area of the WlPP site is sparsely
settled. No one lives at the selected site; and only 16
people live within 10 miles." The nearest community is
Loving, 18 miles distant, with a population of 1600.
Carlsbad, sbout 25 miles west of the site, has 28 600
inhabitants and Hobbs, only slightly farther to the
east, bas a population of about 32 GOO.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on population density.

20.0 Ecological Effects
It is desirable for the ecology of the site to be

neither 80 unique nor 80 fragile that construction of
the WIPP would cause irrevocable harm. Any areas or
festures of archaeological or historical significance
should be preserved.

The WIPP site has been thoroughly examined for
its nora, fauna, and ecological relationships.c Vegeta
tion at and near the site consists of native scrubland
dominated by sagebrush, mesquite, muhly grasa,
dropseed, three-awn, and yucca. No plants proposed
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for the federal list of endangered or threatened species
have been observed near the site, and the lack of
suitable habitat makes their occurrence at the site
unlikely.

About 70 species of animals representing seven
mammalian orders may occur in the region of the site.
Few are restricted to a specific habitat. Of these, the
desert cottontail, black-tailed jackrabbit, northern
grSSBhopper mouse, southern plains woodrat, porcu
pine, and coyote are observed in all habitats on and
near the site; the only big-game species is the mule
deer.

Eighty species of birds have been observed on and
near the site. The m06t common are scaled quail,
mourning dove, mockingbird, loggerhead shrike, pyr
rhuloxia, black-throated sparrow, western meadow
lark, lark bunting, vesper sparrow, Caasin's sparrow,
and white-throated. sparrow.

Amphibians are not an important part of the
regional fauna bealuse there are no pennanent surface
waters at the site. There may, however, be ephemeral
surface waters in land depressiohs during thunder
storm periods. These provide minimal habitat for
aquatic biota. Surface waters in the vicinity are limit
ed-to water for livestock. Although permanent, shal
low saJine lakes occur southwest of the site, no species
of fish are known to occur clO8er than in the Pecos
River.

Of the endangered terrestrial vertebrates ob
served in the northern Delaware Basin region, most
are 8880Ciated with habitats not present at or near the
site. Only two species on the federal list of endangered
species may occasionally be present near the site; they
are the bald eagle and the peregrine falcon.

No portion of the ecological eystem identified in
these studies would be significantly or irreparably
harmed by the anticipated effects of constructing and
operating the WIPP facility.c

Archaeological surveys have been made by Eut
ern New Mexico University over the central 4 square
miles of the proposed WIPP site. In addition, drill
sites and access roads have been surveyed as a part of
the permitting process. In all, 33 archaeological sites
and 74 isolated artifact sites were identified. The
average density (8 per square mile) of archaeological
sites for this area is considerably less than the average
indicated by BLM studies (12 to 15 per square mile)
for the total potash district. No pit houses, "perma
nent" structures or other indications of heavy use have
been found in the central WIPP area. No significant
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archaeological damage to the area need occur as a
result of repository, transportation, and utility
corridor construction. Currently there are no sites
within the WIPP land withdrawal area that are in
either the National Register of Historic Places or the
State Register of Cultural Properties. As a result of
the WIPP archaeology survey, it has been determined
by the Department of the Interior that the 33 afore
mentioned archaeological sites are eligible for inclu
sion in the National Register_ This does not preclude
use of the area for a facility.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on ecological effects.

21.0 Sociological Impacts
The site selected should not because of WIPP

construction and operation impose severe or unman~
ageable impacts on the local governmental, education
al, or social institutions.

This factor is addressed specifically in the Envi·
ronmentallmpact Statement and has been discussed
with State and local officiala. The public as well has
been asked to comment on this issue as well as others.
Based on these studies and comments, the Final Envi~
ronmental Impact Statement (FElS) was considered
by the federal government as a satisfactory descrip
tion of the WIPP and its impacts. A Record of Deci
sion was then issued by DOE. lot A recent coet-reduc·
tion propo881 was adopted that modified the impacts
on local area, primarily by employing fewer people at
the site. The changes occasioned by this new concept
are evaluated in an Environmental Analysis,un which
concludes tlult all impacts caused by the design
changes are not significant.

The WIPP site is qualified with respect to the
criterion on sociological impacts.

Conclusions Regarding
Site SUitability

The preceding discussion has considered all of the
site Qualification factors that have been identified for
the WIPP. Most of these factors are clearly satisfied
by the WIPP site and engender little debate. Some of
the factors and their llB80Ciated aspects are more
contentious and have required extensive investigation
and study to allow ressoned technical judgments. In
the opinion of the Sandia WIPP geotechnical ataff,

------- ------

well-supported judgments can now be made on all the
relevant issues.

It is important to realize that ~ attempt to un~

derstand complex geological processes may not result
in absolute proof of anyone hypothesis. A hypothesis
may be ruled out if observed data clearly refute it, but
more often a hypothesis is adopted because it best
explains the observations and presenta fewer conflicts
with the evidence. Also, it is often virtually impossible
to prove a negative hypothes~with reapect to some o(
these geologic issues. For example, it is not practicably
possible to prove that a large area in the basin does not
contain an incipient breccia pipe or a brine reservoir, _
the argument is always that they may be jU8t too small
for geophysics to detect; or they may have been missed
by the latest exploratory hole. The beat. most mean
ingful approach to ruling out negative features is to
establish a preferred hypothesis for their origin and
then to show that the area in question does not J)088e8I

the requisite characteristics to satisfy the hypothesis.
Likewise, hypotheses may sometimes be ruled out if
they require conditions that can be shown not to exist.
Occasionally one may be left with two or more hypOth·
eses, and a profeaaioiull judgment is the only way of
arriving at a preferred position. For this reason. opin.
ions may sometimes differ among technically compe~

tent scientists. For the same reason, the various state
and federal technical review groups have been impor
tant in providing an independent, unbiased judgment
on the various hypotheses that are offered to explain
the observations.

It is the judgment of Sandia National Laborato
ries that the WIPP site fulfills the intent ofall the site
qualification factors. Sandia recommends, without
reservation, the use of the Los MedaAoe aite for the
WIPP.
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WII'P PRELIMINARY DESIGN VALTDATION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is being developed by the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) as a research and development facility to

demonstrate the safe disposal of radioactive waste from U.S. defense

programs. This facility is located in southeastern New Mexico, about

25 miles east of Carlsbad, NM. Underground development will be at a depth of

about 2150 ft in thick deposits of bedded salt. The facility will include in

situ experiments addressing technical issues for defense waste programs and a

full-scale demonstration of transuranic (TRU) waste disposal.

DOE, in 1980, established a Site and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV)

Program to provide additional confidence in the siting and design of the WIPP

facility. On July 1, 1981, DOE entered into an agreement with the State of

New Mexico whereby DOE will perform certain work to validate the design of

the W!PP underground facilities. The results of the site validation portion

of the program are presented in the report titled, "Results of Site

Validation Experiments," Vols ! and II, 'lME document 3177, dated March 1983.

Results of the preliminary design validation portion of the SPDV Program are

presented in this Preliminary Design Validation Report.

Four types of information were gathered for the Preliminary Design Validation

Report: (1) observations of the behavior of the underground openings,

(2) characterization of the geologic conditions encountered during the SPDV

underground construction, (3) rock cores from instrumentation and other holes

to confirm the design bases relative to the lithology and stratigraphy in the

roof and floor of underground openings, and (4) evaluation of available data

from installed geomechanical instrumentation.
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element method of the selected underground configuration 1n bedded rock

salt. Postulated failure conditions were evaluated by the above methods and

other more conventional methodR used by the mining industry.

UNDERGROUND GONSTRUCTION EVENTS

The SPDV phase of the WIPP facility consists of an exploratory shaft and

station, a ventilation shaft and station, access drifts and eros. cuts, a

south exploratory drift, and a four-room test panel. Underground construc

tion began with the drilling of the exploratory shaft on July 4. 1981, and

will be completed with the excavation of the underground openings during the

spring of 1983.

The exploratory shaft provides access to the underground facilities and also

serves as the salt removal shaft. The l2-ft diameter ahaft is lined with a

lO-ft diameter steel lining from the ground surface to • depth of about

850 ft. A concrete key forms the transition between the steel lining and the

unlined rock salt portion of the shaft.

The down-hole shaft drilling method was utilized in excavation of the

exploratory shsft and ventilation shaft. Drilling was completed in February

1982. For full WIPP the ventilation shaft will be enlarged and lined to

19 it finished diameter for use as a waste handling shaft.

The exploratory shaft station was excavated using the drill and blast

method. Final excavation dimensions of the shaft station are 90 it long by

32 to 38 ft wide and 18 ft high.

TWo parallel entry drifts were excavated from the shafts to the teat room

area to the north. The westernmost drift, 25 ft wide by 8 ft high and the

parallel drift to the east, 14 ft wide by 8 ft high, extend about 1,840 ft

north of the ventilation shaft. These two entry drifts are interconne~ted by

five cross cuts which are 12 ft wide and 8 ft high. Four test rooms to the

north, representing typical waste storage rooms in the future storage area,

are being excavated. Excavation of the south exploratory drift 25 ft wide
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resulted in modification of the original key design. Detailed mapping of the

shaft at the facility level allowed the selection of the final facility

horizon to be based on actual detailed geologic conditions. The correlation

between the shaft mapping and the design basis stratigraphy based on ERDA-9

is good except the thin layer of anhydrite and the underlying clay seam

approximately 3.5 ft above the exploratory shaft station roof which was not

identified in the available cores from ERDA-9. No geologic features were

observed in the shaft which would require revision to the design bases.

No major ground water inflow was encountered in either the exploratory or

ventilation shafts. Inflow tests were conducted in the ventilation shaft

which indicated a total inflow of less than I gpm. Based on observations

made during the ventilation shaft geologic mapping, the majority of this

water comes from the Culebra Dolomite Member in the Rustler Formation. The

remaining ground water inflow comes from the Magenta Dolomite Member and the

Rustler-Salado Formation contact.

GEOLOGIC CHARACTERIZATION OF HORIZONTAL OPENINGS

The stratigraphy and lithology of rocks at the facility level have been

established from geologic mapping and vertical core holes drilled in the roof

and floor of the underground openings. In a typical 8-ft high drift, an

anhydrite bed is located about 10 ft below the floor and thinner beds of

anhydrite are located about 8 and 16 ft above the drift roof. Each anhydrite

is generally underlain by a thin clay seam.

Results of the core hole logging and geologic mapping activities indicate a

north-south lateral continuity of stratigraphic horizons and a slight dip and

thinning of the beds to the south. The beds are slightly warped and have a

wavelength of 2000-3000 ft and an amplitude of 10 to 15 ft. This shape has

no effect on the excavation process and will not affect the underground

development.

The general character of the stratigraphic unit has been similar throughout

the excavations, minor variations exist but generally the strata are quite

uniform. In isolated areas, the clear halite in the roof of the south
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data are used in evaluating the behavior of shafts and underground openings

and for developing cumulative closure amounts. Even though the validation

program calls for continuing measurements. the data to date combined with

observed behavior is adequate for preliminary design validation.

GEOLOGIC BEHAVIOR OF SHAFTS

The conditions of the Dewey Lake Red Beds in the ventilation shaft are very

good except for some small areas of minor spalling. Rock conditions in the

underlying Rustler Formation vary depending upon position above or below the

water-bearing zones of the Magenta and Culebra. Above the Magenta dolomite

the conditions are similar to those in the Dewey Lake Red Beds. Below the

Culebra dolomite the shaft wall shows some deterioration as a result of

ground water flowing from water bearing members above. The 12 ft diameter

exploratory shaft, extends to approximately 2300 ft below ground surface.

The upper 850 ft of the exploratory shaft was lined with steel plate. At the

base of the steel liner, a 2.5 ft thick. 37 ft long concrete key has been

constructed. Three chemical seals have been installed between the key and

the in situ shaft wall to prohibit the passage of any water from aquifers

above the key to the Salado Formation below the key.

Both the concrete key and steel liner have been designed to withstand lateral

pressure. Lateral pressure on the steel liner arises from the accumulation

of water behind the lining. The steel liner was designed to withstand

pressures equivalent to a hydrostatic head of 600 ft. Pressures on the

concrete key build up gradually due to convergence of the shaft walls. The

key was engineered to withstand lateral pressure up to 75% of overburden

pressure. The concrete key was also analyzed by use of finite element method

which indicated that the design pressure is conservative.

Instrument readings in the exploratory shaft thus far indicate that the shaft

is responding in a manner consistent with the behavior predicted by design

and engineering calculations.
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has been observed. Roof conditLonH have necessitated installaion of rock

bolts in the exploratory shaft station and at a few small localized areas in

the roof of the south exploratory drift which is normal mining practice.

Elsewhere, a minimum of 7 to 9 ft thickness of halite can be maintained

between the roof and the first clay seam. Based on observation during SPDV

this contributes a supporting beam which provides a stable roof without rock

bolting. Geomechanical instruments have been installed to monitor the

behavior of the roof including any separations along clay seams.

CONCLUSIONS

The major WIPP design elements and design bases have been validated by

observation or measurement as summarized in Tables I, II, and III.

The walls of the finished shafts are stable, both in the overburden and salt

formations. The mapped shaft stratigraphy is generally comparable to the

stratigraphy used in the design. Ground water control is satisfactory.

The shaft lining and shaft key are performing as expected. No major revision

of design elements and parameters is foreseen for future WIPP shafts as a

result of the findings of the Preliminary Design Validation.

The underground openings are also stable. After excavation, repeated

inspections of the exploratory and ventilation shaft stations, entry drifts.

cross cuts and the south exploratory drift revealed essentially no

deterioration in rock stability. The underground drifts and shaft stations

are stable and provide safe working conditions.

Encounters uf gas were expected and are typical of nearly potash mines. The

small amount of gas encountered is well below the limit permitted in the

underground facility by MSHA regulations. No brine pockets have been

encountered or detected during excavation of shafts and underground openings.

In summary, the WIPP underground facility design incorporates the latest

design concepts, state-of-the-art empirical and numerical analyses,

experience in salt and potash mines, and actual in situ observations. The
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Table I

PRELIMINARY VALIDATION OF DESIGN BASES - EXPLORATORY SHAFT

Page 1 of 2

Validation Element

Shaft design, function
and stability

Shaft lithology and
stratigraphy

Shaft lining design

Shaft lining
deformation

Shaft key design

Design Basis/Expected Results

• Shaft excavation by downhole drilling.
• Provide 10 ft I.D. steel liner in

upper 850 ft.
• Provide concrete key at rock-salt

interface.
• Salt portion below key to be unlined,

except rock bolts and wire mesh as
required.

• Provide clearance envelope to maintain
access functions.

• Finished shaft to be dry and stable.

• Stratigraphy in salt assumed to be
comparable to that of ERDA-9 drill hole.

• Max. lateral design pressure to be
equivalent to 600 ft of hydrostatic
head at bottom of lining.

• Lining deformations to be within
stability limits.

• Max. lithostatic design pressure
to be 75% of over burden pressure.

• Concrete key stresses to remain
within elastic limit.

Validation Conclusions

• Shaft design bases are conservative
and appropriate.

• Shaft design and construction met
requirements.

• Shaft functions and clearance envelope
maintained.

• Stratigraphy in salt generally
comparable to ERDA-9.

• Minor exceptions have no impact on
design or construction.

• Lining design is conservative.

• No abnormal lining deformations.
• Lining design meets requirements.

• Measurements and observations to date
indicate no initial interactive
pressure due to concrete shrinkage
as expected.

• Concrete key stresses remain within
elastic limit.

• Instrumentation monitoring is
continuing.

• Design is conservative.
• Rebar and concrete strains result from

concrete shrinkage.



Validation Element

Chemical seal design
and construction

Convergence of unlined
sh~t

Water inflow
into the shaft

Table I

Design Basis/Expected Results

• Provide chemical seals in concrete key
to prevent any significant water leakage
into salt formation below key.

• Provide system for contact grouting
behind key.

• Radial convergence to be within shaft
furnishings design basis of 2 in.

• Water inflow before lining placement is
expected to be less than 1.5 gpm based on
drill hole permeability test.

• Finished shaft to be dry.

Page 2 of 2

Validation Conclusions

• Chemical seals are to date fairly
effective.

• Monitoring to continue to determine
need for contact grounting.

• Minimal piezometer pressure readings
are as expected drained condition.

• Unlined portion of shaft behaves as
expected. Bunton to wall connections
are performing as designed.

• Water inflow for unlined condition is
minimal as expected.

• Finished shaft is dry.



Table II

PRELIMINARY VALIDATION OF DESIGN BASES - UNDERGROUND OPENINGS

Validation Element

Depth of storage
facility

Stratigraphy for
shaft stations

Stability of shaf t
station

Stratigraphy in north
drifts and south
exploratory drif t

Stability of north
drift and south
exploratory drift

Gas and brine

Convergence limits for
shaft station and
drifts

Design Basis/Expected Results

• Depth to be approximately 2162 ft below
surface based ERDA-9 drill hole.

• Halite layer assumed to be 32 ft thick
with a 12-ft salt slab above roof, MB 139
assumed to be 3.5 ft below shaft station
floor based on ERDA-9 drill hole.

• Provide stable and safe working conditions
in 32 ft x 17 ft opening.

• Halite layer assumed to be 32 ft thick
with a l7-ft roof slab based on ERDA-9
drill hole.

• Provide stable and safe working condition
in the 25 ft x 8 ft or smaller drifts.

• Conve~ence limits are not to exceed
clearance envelope.

• Gas to be within the limits set by MSHA.
• No brine pockets that could affect

waste isolation.

• Provide I-ft vertical allowance for
creep convergence to maintain access
functions and space requirements
during operating life.

Validation Conclusions

• Established depth of 2150 ft has no
major impact on design and layout of
underground openings.

• Thickness of roof slab less than
expected.

• Additional rock bolts installed in
roof of station.

• After rock bolt installation, roof of
shaft station remains stable.

• Observation and instrument monitoring
to continue.

• Thickness of roof slab less than
expected.

• No immediate need for ground support,
except in a few locations where
slabbing occurs.

• Some removal of unstable material
required where local separation
occurred.

• Drifts are in stable and safe condition
as expected. Continuing monitoring
with instruments. Continue removal of
unstable material where local separation
occurs.

• Gas detected well within limits
set by MSHA.

• No brine pockets encountered.
• Dam spots are insignificant.

• Measurements are within expected
convergence limits.

• Observation and instrument monitoring
to continue.



Table III

PRELIMINARY VALIDATION OF DESIGN BASES - VENTILATION SHAFT

Validation Element

Shaft design and
function

Shaft stratigraphy and
lithology

Water inflow into
the shaft

Shaft stability

Design Basis/Expected Results

• Unlined shaft to provide temporary
ventilation passage and secondary
emergency exit.

• Stratigraphy assumed to be comparable
to that of ERDA-9.

• Water inflow expected to be less than
1.5 gpm based on drill hole permeability
test.

• Shaft wall expected to be stable without
need of lining or overall support.

Validation Conclusions

• Shaft design bases adequate and
appropriate.

• Ventilation and emergency exit
functions performing as designed.

• Generally comparable to ERDA-9.
• Minor exceptions have no significant

impact on future designs.

• Minimal inflow confirmed.

• Shaft in stable condition.
• Few steel liners provided at

washout zones.
• Monitoring of groundwater inflow

and salt erosion is continuing.


